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Executive summary
The Saraceno family controls a consolidated landholding of c160 hectares in Wilton, south west Sydney. The
landholding sits north and south of Picton Road and west of Macarthur Drive.
The Saraceno family landholdings are generally unconstrained, unencumbered and “urban capable”. They
offer an excellent opportunity for additional development to occur in a coordinated and holistic manner,
contributing to the attainment of the Government’s vision for the Wilton Priority Growth Area, providing
additional housing, increasing contributions towards infrastructure upgrades, and a cohesive new “gateway”
into Wilton New Town.
While we fully support a 40-year strategy for the Greater Sydney Region, the high level nature of the
document means certain landholdings which have not been ground truthed, have been identified within the
‘Metropolitan Rural Area’. This is of particular concern when looking beyond the provision of short term
housing targets to cater for medium and longer term growth. To ensure housing supply is maintained and
delivered over the 40-year period, there is additional land that should either be included in existing Priority
Growth Areas or existing or new Urban Investigation Areas, noting lead and lag times from investigation to
on-the-ground delivery are substantial. There are no guarantees the areas identified will be delivered as
envisaged, particularly with the proposed contributions and affordable housing regime and if in fragmented
ownership.
We consider that the blanket ‘Metropolitan Rural Area’ allocation needs to be revisited utilising a
clear evidence base, and that given this evidence that the northern portion of our site should be
identified as ‘urban’ in the final Plan.
As a minimum we believe there needs to be the flexibility for Council’s and the State Government to consider
rezoning and subsequent urban development of parcels of land that are unencumbered, able to be serviced
and in close proximity to existing or proposed urban areas, without being rendered inconsistent with the
Plans – unable to be considered on planning merit.
We request that the GSC, in consultation with the Department of Planning and Environment establish
clear criteria within which sound proposals can still be assessed and proceed.
We believe on this basis that the northern section of our property should be able to be developed in
conjunction with other similar land in the area identified as urban (and ideally included within the boundary of
the Wilton Priority Growth Area). We have included information attached to this submission to support the
land being considered for urban residential uses, rather than Metropolitan Rural land. This would enable
development to occur in a coordinated and holistic manner with adjacent land holdings.
This submission outlines the rationale for this request. We would welcome the opportunity for further
discussions to resolve any issues relating to the sites inclusion prior to any finalisation of the land use and
infrastructure implementation plan for Wilton and the Greater Sydney Regional Plan occurring.
We also seek advice on how often the boundaries of growth areas and urban areas will be reviewed and
how this gets reflected in the GSC documents – especially where major infrastructure provision is
announced.
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1

Background

The Saraceno family own two areas of land at Picton Road Wilton, one to the south within the current
identified boundary of the Wilton Priority Growth Area Precinct (WPGAP), and land outside the boundary to
the north.
The northern portion is bounded by Picton Road to the south and west, Macarthur Drive to the east and Lisa
Road to the north. The southern portion is bounded by Walker Corp land across Allens Creek to the north,
Picton Road to the east and Allens Creek for a substantial portion of the west. Alkoomie Place is located
towards the southern end of the southern area.
As shown our holdings in this area are in two parcels, separated by land owned by another party (Pavia).
Although in separate ownership, the land between the parcels has the same characteristics, in that it is
generally cleared and level. The legal description and ownership of the lots that make up the site are
described in Tables 1 and 2. Mr Pavia has granted permission for his lands to be included in the plans put
forward in this submission. Land still retained in the Saraceno family but under different ownership is also
included in the almost 160ha area.
The land has been in the ownership of the Saraceno family since the early 1980s.
Table 1

Lot and DP numbers north of Picton Road

Lot
60
35
6
3
4
15
TOTAL

Table 2

DP
812178
812178
236173
242048
242048
242871

Ownership
Saraceno

Size (ha)
33.12

Pavia
Saraceno
Saraceno

15.84
10.5
20.14
79.6 ha

Lot and DP numbers south of Picton Road

Lot
32
1
61
3
TOTAL

DP
812178
883647
814316
883647

Ownership
Saraceno
Saraceno
Saraceno
M & T Saraceno

Size (ha)
37.21
20.84
7.51
13.42
78.98 ha

Total land: 158.58ha
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Figure 1

The site

In October 2017 we lodged formal submissions with the Department of Planning and Environment on two
key issues relating to the draft Wilton Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan (DWLUIIP): 1. The rationale for the Environmental Living allocation in the DWLUIIP given the relatively
unconstrained nature of the site
2. The inclusion of the northern portion of the site within the boundary of the Growth Area
Figure 2

The site in context of the growth area boundary
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2
2.1

Draft Greater Sydney Plan to 2056
Support for overall vision and directions

We understand that the draft Plan is built on a vision where the people of Greater Sydney live within 30
minutes of their jobs, education and health facilities, services and great places. This is consistent with the 10
Directions in Directions for a Greater Sydney which establish the aspirations for the region over the next 40
years and are a core component of the vision and a measure of the Plan's performance.
We support this guiding vision and the ten key directions, identified as:
1.

A city supported by infrastructure

2.

A collaborative city

3.

A city for people

4.

Housing the city

5.

A city of great places

6.

A well-connected city

7.

Jobs and skills for the city

8.

A city in its landscape

9.

An efficient city

10.

A resilient city

We provide comment on how some of these directions are currently proposed to be achieved below.

2.2

Metropolitan Rural Area

The draft Plan states that the Metropolitan Rural Area has a diversity of farmland, bushland, mineral
resources, rural towns and villages. It includes the floodplains of the Hawkesbury-Nepean Valley, the hills
and steep ridgelines of the Wollondilly Shire, and areas of outstanding cultural heritage value (refer to
Objective 29).
There are clearly landholdings identified within this area that do not make a significant contribution to these
identified attributes, and where constraints can be addressed, that should be able to be considered for urban
uses, and which the Plan in its current form will prevent from consideration. This is particularly the case
where previous Government investigations have identified sites as urban capable that is not then reflected in
the draft Plan.
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Figure 3

Greater Macarthur land release investigation area urban capable outcomes 2015

The Greater Macarthur Land Release Investigation Land Use and Infrastructure Analysis (2015) explicitly
confirmed the following about the site (see Figure 3):
» It is within the ‘Urban Capable Boundary’
» It is not constrained by flooding, high constraint biodiversity or heritage
» It is not encumbered by coal mining activities
» It is not identified as high value agricultural land
» The site is gently sloping
» It is generally cleared with extensively altered landscapes
» It has access to existing and future infrastructure, including potable water, sewer and electricity; and
access to social infrastructure services.
The blanket approach to Metropolitan Rural Area allocations does not integrate with key regional transport
(new and improved) that have been identified in the Draft Future Transport Strategy. The draft Plan notes
that longer-term transport upgrades will significantly influence land use opportunities in Wilton, Appin, West
Appin, Mount Gilead and Campbelltown-Macarthur and their economic relationships to Wollongong (p84).
With the draft Plan purporting to guide development to 2056, areas with medium to longer term potential for
delivery need to be able to be brought forward for consideration.
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Figure 4

Urban and Metropolitan Rural Area identification

Source: GSW draft Greater Sydney Region Plan 2017: p 140

While it is understood - as stated in the draft Plan - that the Department of Planning and Environment guide
the development of new communities through the Priority Growth Area program, more land than has been
included in these programs is urban capable and should be able to be considered for urban uses based on
planning merit.
We consider that the blanket ‘Metropolitan Rural Area’ allocation needs to be revisited utilising a
clear evidence base, and that given this evidence that the northern portion of our site should be
identified as ‘urban’ in the final Plan.
As a minimum we believe there needs to be the flexibility for Council’s and the State Government to consider
rezoning and subsequent urban development of parcels of land that are unencumbered, able to be serviced
and in close proximity to existing or proposed urban areas, without being rendered inconsistent with the
Plans – unable to be considered on planning merit. We request that the GSC, in consultation with the
Department of Planning and Environment establish clear criteria within which sound proposals can
still be assessed and proceed.
We also seek clarity on how often the boundaries of growth areas and urban areas will be reviewed and how
this gets reflected in the GSC documents – especially where major infrastructure provision is announced.

2.3

Monitoring

We believe there needs to be careful ongoing monitoring of housing targets in terms of both approvals and
delivery. Some Council’s and communities are vocally opposed to any change in their area, even when it can
be demonstrated it is in the right location supported by servicing and facilities for liveable neighbourhoods.
The fact the draft Plan states that “communities and councils have the lead role in determining where new
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housing can be delivered and how this can be done with respect to the character of the local area” needs to
be tempered with the fact that growth is occurring and needs to be accommodated (emphasis added, p48).
Where growth and land uses have been identified in the draft Plans or can demonstrate it meets clear
criteria, council and the community’s role should be to facilitate it in a way that best integrates with the
existing urban area. Where councils are recalcitrant towards the identification and development of other
suitable urban areas, it is important that mechanisms are available for proposals to be considered by an
alternate planning authority.

2.4

General Mapping

Figure 4 on p12 of the draft plan shows the metropolis of the three cities. The urban area of the Western
Parkland City is shown in yellow with more populous areas a deeper shade. It is noted that further south,
including Wilton is white. To avoid any confusion that that area is identified for urban with we request the
lighter yellow shading be extended to encompass Wilton.
All maps contained in the draft Plan should be amended to include all of the Wilton and Greater Macarthur
Priority Growth Area lands where they do not currently do so (e.g. pages 10-13; page 23; page 30; page
111; pages 158-159).

2.5

Timeframes

Resourcing in order to meet timeframes are a key issue that hasn’t been addressed in any detail. The
Regional and District Plans have to get finalised, Council’s then having to undertake Housing Strategies,
Local Strategic Planning Statements, Community Participation Plans, and revise their LEPs (and DCPs)
within three years to reflect the growth and targets identified at a local level. There is concern that in the
interim it will be difficult for project to proceed.

2.6

Conclusion

We believe that the development of the northern portion of our site could commence with other development
in the Wilton precinct, especially given the process is private sector led. It is also the case that larger
contiguous land holdings in consolidated ownership enables land to be supplied to the market quicker.
We believe that the inclusion of the site would better reflect and build on the premise for a Priority Growth
Area, maximising economies and scale and looking at the developable area in the region in its entirety in a
coordinated manner. We believe that our landholdings, across both sides of Picton Road create an excellent
opportunity of creating a fitting “gateway” into Wilton New Town.
We would welcome the opportunity for further discussions in relation to our submission prior to any
finalisation of the land use and infrastructure implementation plan for Wilton and draft Greater Sydney
Region Plan occurring.
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A

Summary of rationale for an ‘urban’
identification for land north of Picton
Road

The site is within the Wollondilly Shire Council local government area where the Wollondilly Local
Environmental Plan 2011 (WLEP) and Wollondilly Development Control Plan 2016 currently apply: » The site is currently zoned RU2 Rural Landscape under the WLEP
» The land is not identified as sensitive in terms of biodiversity in the WLEP
» The site is not overly impacted by bushfire, and like a lot of land identified for urban use, any proposed
development on the property will be required to comply with Planning for Bush Fire Protection for new
works
» The WLEP shows that no items of environmental heritage: landscape archaeological, general or
Aboriginal heritage have been identified on the site
» No sensitive land has been identified in the WLEP

History
A Plan for Growing Sydney 2014
Potential for the broader Macarthur South area in Wollondilly Shire Council to develop as a future Growth
Centre was identified in A Plan for Growing Sydney in December 2014 (p131). It identifies that the South
West subregion is the fastest growing subregion in Sydney, with Badgerys’s Creek Airport being the catalyst
for investment in infrastructure and jobs. It notes the subregion will play a key role in providing housing and
jobs for future residents (p128).

Figure 5

Urban Investigation Area
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Greater Macarthur Land Release Investigation
In January 2014, August 2015 and again in November 2015 we made submissions to the Department
specifically addressing the location of precinct boundaries and requesting the site be included with other
Saraceno landholdings within the release area boundary and within the same precinct – to enable holistic
review and to capitalise on infrastructure improvements, together creating a southern gateway.
The investigation boundary identified in A Plan for Growing Sydney progressed into the Urban Capable
Boundary that responded to natural, urban and governance boundaries. The Greater Macarthur Land
Release Investigation Land Use and Infrastructure Analysis (2015) explicitly confirmed the following about
the site:
» It is within the ‘Urban Capable Boundary’
» It is not constrained by flooding, high constraint biodiversity or heritage
» It is not encumbered by coal mining activities
» It is not identified as high value agricultural land
» The is gently sloping
» It is generally cleared with extensively altered landscapes
» It has access to existing and future infrastructure, including potable water, sewer and electricity; and
access to social infrastructure services.
The Greater Macarthur Land Release Investigation Land Use and Infrastructure Analysis identified the
Cataract Precinct within the group of ‘Other Precincts’. These precincts were not identified for release as the
report stated they ‘have significant environmental constraints and/or the costs of infrastructure to service
growth would be extremely high’.
Figure 6

Cataract Urban Suitability Precinct Analysis

Our site

However, as demonstrated and which is also highlighted in the map for the Precinct, these constraints do not
apply to our site, as follows:
» It is not isolated by waterways or vegetation
» It is not encumbered by mining or heritage issues
» It is not in the vicinity of the Upper Canal (which is more closely associated with the Gilead locale).
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It should also be noted that contrary to the claim in the Analysis, there is private sector interest in developing
this land. Given the above, we concluded that the northern portion should also be included in the Wilton
Priority Growth Area and nominated as ‘unencumbered land which is suitable for development’.

State Environmental Planning Policy and Land Use and Infrastructure
Strategy
On 29 July 2016, The Minister for Planning gazetted State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region
Growth Centres) Amendment (Wilton) 2016 (see Figure 7). This had the effect of identifying the Wilton
Priority Growth Area boundary. Our site north of Picton Road was not included in the Growth Area boundary.
Figure 7

Wilton Priority Growth Area Precinct Boundary Map as gazetted

Our site

Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan
Earlier this year the Department released an Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan
(LUIIP) to guide the preparation of Precinct Plans. It is interesting to note that while the land use plan does
not include the northern portion of our site (Figure 9), the Background Analysis report ‘Proposed Wilton
Priority Growth Area’ map shows the whole site as within the boundary identified for ‘future land release’
(Figure 8 over page).
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Figure 8

Proposed Wilton PGA

Figure 9 Proposed Land Use Map

Given the consistency of the site in terms of being unconstrained and unencumbered, and the fact that it is
equally developable and serviceable, it should have been included within the Wilton South West Precinct
Land Use Map as ‘urban capable’ for residential use.
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Submission to the Greater Sydney Commission
Revised Draft Western City District Plan

Saraceno Landowners
Antonio Saraceno
antonio@saraceno.com

8 December 2017

Executive summary
The contribution of the Wilton Priority Growth Area to the additional housing supply for Sydney is highlighted
in the revised Draft Western City District Plan (p41), along with the need for the coordination of land use and
infrastructure initiatives across the region (p56).
The Saraceno family and one additional landowner controls a consolidated landholding of c160 Hectares in
Wilton, south west Sydney. The landholding sits north and south of the Picton Road and west of Macarthur
Drive.
The landholdings are generally unconstrained, unencumbered and “urban capable”. They offer an excellent
opportunity for additional development to occur in a coordinated and holistic manner, contributing to the
attainment of the Government’s vision for the Wilton Priority Growth Area, with the ability to provide
additional housing, increased contributions towards infrastructure upgrades, and a cohesive new “gateway”
into Wilton New Town.
We have already made a submission to the Department of Planning and Environment on the Draft Wilton
Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan for the Wilton Priority Growth Area (WPGA). Our
key request is for the boundary of the Wilton Priority Growth Area to be extended to incorporate additional
lands – including the northern portion of our landholding – so that development can occur in a coordinated
and holistic manner. This would result in our total site being wholly contained within the WPGA.
This submission outlines the rationale for this request, particularly as the Draft Western City District Plan
indicates that our northern landholdings are within the ‘Metropolitan Rural Area’, with no evident rationale for
this allocation as opposed to other land with the same characteristics.
It is our view that Growth Area boundaries can be somewhat arbitrary – in the case of Wilton, driven by four
major landowners - and as such there should be a mechanism for other landowners to be able to
demonstrate why a move from Metropolitan Rural to Metropolitan Urban should be able to be
considered and supported based on clear planning criteria.
In instances where part of a landholding is within a growth area and part outside, and where any perceived
issues can be resolved capturing economies-of-scale and benefiting from facilities and services provided, the
landowner should be able to pursue a rezoning without being viewed as being inconsistent with the GSC
Plans. If no mechanisms are built into the Plans, the strategic merit test will not enable rezonings to be
considered by Council or State Government- contrary to the following objects of the Environmental Planning
and Assessment Act 1979:
» the promotion and co-ordination of the orderly and economic use and development of land; and
» the provision and co-ordination of community services and facilities.
We request that the GSC, in consultation with the Department of Planning and Environment establish
the criteria within which sound proposals can still be assessed and proceed.
Where Priority Growth Area boundaries are amended – the Greater Sydney Regional Plan and the relevant
District Plans will need to change concurrently to avoid any confusion.
Based on the relevant LEP and studies undertaken to date, including those commissioned by the State
Government, it is our contention that the northern portion of our site should be identified as ‘urban’ in
the final Western City District Plan.
We would welcome the opportunity for further discussions about the rationale for the Metropolitan Rural Area
allocation for the northern area of our land, prior to any finalisation of the land use and infrastructure
implementation plan for Wilton or draft GSC Plans occurring.
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1
1.1

The Site and Existing Uses
About the site

The Saraceno family own two areas of land at Picton Road Wilton, one to the south within the current
identified boundary of the Wilton Priority Growth Area Precinct (WPGAP), and land outside the boundary to
the north.
The northern portion is bounded by Picton Road to the south and west, Macarthur Drive to the east and Lisa
Road to the north. The southern portion is bounded by Walker Corp land across Allens Creek to the north,
Picton Road to the east and Allens Creek for a substantial portion of the west. Alkoomie Place is located
towards the southern end of the southern area.
As shown our holdings in this area are in two parcels, separated by land owned by another party (Pavia).
Although in separate ownership, the land between the parcels has the same characteristics, in that it is
generally cleared and level. The legal description and ownership of the lots that make up the site are
described in Tables 1 and 2. Mr Pavia has granted permission for his lands to be included in the plans put
forward in this submission. Land still retained in the Saraceno family but under different ownership is also
included in the almost 160ha area.
The land has been in the ownership of the Saraceno family since the early 1980s.
Table 1

Lot and DP numbers north of Picton Road

Lot
60
35
6
3
4
15
TOTAL

Table 2

DP
812178
812178
236173
242048
242048
242871

Ownership
Saraceno

Size (ha)
33.12

Pavia
Saraceno
Saraceno

15.84
10.5
20.14
79.6 ha

Lot and DP numbers south of Picton Road

Lot
32
1
61
3
TOTAL

DP
812178
883647
814316
883647

Ownership
Saraceno
Saraceno
Saraceno
M & T Saraceno

Size (ha)
37.21
20.84
7.51
13.42
78.98 ha

Total land: 158.58ha
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Figure 1

The site

In October 2017 we lodged formal submissions with the Department of Planning and Environment on two key
issues relating to the draft Wilton Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan (DWLUIIP):1.

The rationale for the Environmental Living allocation in the DWLUIIP given the relatively unconstrained
nature of the site

2.

The inclusion of the northern portion of the site within the boundary of the Growth Area

Figure 2

Wilton Priority Growth Area Precinct Boundary Map as gazetted and our site

Site in context
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2

Implications of the Draft Plan

The revised draft Western City District Plan sets out planning priorities and actions for growth and
development in the Western City District for the next 20 years, which includes the Wollondilly Shire Council
local government area and Wilton. It is a guide for implementing the draft Greater Sydney Region Plan at a
district level and is a bridge between regional and local planning.
The revised draft District Plan informs local environmental plans and the assessment of planning proposals
as well as community strategic plans and policies. It also assists councils to plan for and deliver growth and
change, and align their local planning strategies to place-based outcomes. It informs infrastructure agencies,
the private sector and the wider community of expectations for growth and change (p6).
It is therefore imperative that mechanisms to accommodate growth are flexible enough to cater for changing
circumstances – which might include less than anticipated housing completions and the need for other land
suited to development being able to be considered where any constraints or issues can be satisfactorily
addressed.
The Western City District housing target for Wollondilly Shire Council from 2016-2021 is 1,550. By the time
the Plan is finalised it will be two years into this target, and completions need to be understood now to inform
the final plan.
The draft District Plan identifies, where relevant, areas of state, regional and district significance, including
priority growth areas, which it notes is the responsibility of the Department of Planning and Environment to
identify.
The draft Plan states that ‘additional capacity for housing supply is well progressed across much of the
District, including the State-led projects through the Priority Growth Areas and Priority Precincts’. It notes in
the medium and longer term that there is potential to accommodate new dwellings in large priority growth
areas including the North West, South West and Wilton Priority Growth Areas (p42).
Figure 3

Western City District future housing supply
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2.1

Metropolitan Rural Land

It is noted that a priority for the District is to ‘support the protection of the natural landscape, including
biodiversity and the Metropolitan Rural Area for food protection’ (p20). It also states that in the Western City
District, the Metropolitan Rural Area includes agricultural activities such as the production of eggs and
poultry, cut flowers, turf and mushroom farms (p69).
The draft Plan states very clearly that ‘Urban development is not consistent with the values of the
Metropolitan Rural Area. The draft Greater Sydney Region Plan takes a strategic approach to managing
Greater Sydney's needs for new land release areas. Therefore, urban development in the Metropolitan
Rural Area will only be considered in the investigation areas identified in the draft Greater Sydney
Region Plan (p113 emphasis added).
The northern part of our site is not within an identified investigation area, nor within the Priority Growth Area
boundary and is currently designated Metropolitan Rural even though it has not been identified as having
biodiversity values, mining or other constraints.
It is important that the Department and GSC do not sterilise land that can be readily justified as suitable for
urban purposes. For example, Penrith City Council has recently had to promote an accelerated housing
delivery program to identify suitable sites over 100ha capable of providing 1,000 plus residential lots,
because land that had been anticipated to come forward in the short term, has not done so.

2.2

Infrastructure and Collaboration

The integration and alignment of infrastructure and growth is supported, noting that developer’s contributions
to infrastructure provision should also be taken into account as a key component when assessing suitability
for urban development and timeframes. This means flexibility should be built into the plan to enable new
sites and areas to be considered for urban development that may not have initially been envisaged. Criteria
to guide the assessment should be included in the Plan as without this, it will be very difficult for sites with
planning merit to be brought forward for consideration.
We support a collaborative approach to development between proponents, council and the state
government. We request early and ongoing input into both the WPGAP, and the preparation of Wollondilly
Shire Council’s Housing Strategy- so there is clarity around constraints and opportunities, mitigation
solutions, land use provision, timeframes and expectations.
We also want to ensure that Priority Growth Area timeframes and process do not preclude progressing urban
development on the northern portion of our site. From the wording contained on page 40 it would appear
that there is flexibility for councils to investigate opportunities for new homes close to transport and services.
Where the GSC establishes criteria for such consideration, where met, councils should not be able to unduly
delay its consideration, or the DPE or GSC should become the relevant planning authority. We would
appreciate if the Plan contained such criteria and wording to avoid any ambiguity.

2.3

Conclusion

We believe that the development of the northern portion of our site could commence with other development
in the Wilton precinct, especially given the process is private sector led. It is also the case that larger
contiguous land holdings in consolidated ownership enables land to be supplied to the market quicker.
We believe that the inclusion of the site would better reflect and build on the premise for a Priority Growth
Area, maximising economies and scale and looking at the developable area in the region in its entirety in a
coordinated manner. We believe that our landholdings, across both sides of Picton Road create an excellent
opportunity of creating a fitting “gateway” into Wilton New Town.
We would like to explore the potential for our site to be included in the planning for the Wilton Priority Growth
Area for resolution by the end of the year, and subsequently reflected in the GSC plans prior to finalisation.
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We consider that the blanket ‘Metropolitan Rural Area’ allocation needs to be revisited utilising a
clear evidence base, and that given this evidence that the northern portion of our site should be
identified as ‘urban’ in the final Plan.
We request that the GSC, in consultation with the Department of Planning and Environment establish
clear criteria within which sound proposals can still be assessed and proceed.
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A

Attachment: Summary of rationale
for an ‘urban’ identification for land
north of Picton Road

The site is within the Wollondilly Shire Council local government area where the Wollondilly Local
Environmental Plan 2011 (WLEP) and Wollondilly Development Control Plan 2016 currently apply:» The site is currently zoned RU2 Rural Landscape under the WLEP
» The land is not identified as sensitive in terms of biodiversity in the WLEP
» The site is not overly impacted by bushfire, and like a lot of land identified for urban use, any proposed
development on the property will be required to comply with Planning for Bush Fire Protection for new
works
» The WLEP shows that no items of environmental heritage: landscape archaeological, general or
Aboriginal heritage have been identified on the site
» No sensitive land has been identified in the WLEP

History

A-1-1

A Plan for Growing Sydney 2014

Potential for the broader Macarthur South area in Wollondilly Shire Council to develop as a future Growth
Centre was identified in A Plan for Growing Sydney in December 2014 (p131). It identifies that the South
West subregion is the fastest growing subregion in Sydney, with Badgerys’s Creek Airport being the catalyst
for investment in infrastructure and jobs. It notes the subregion will play a key role in providing housing and
jobs for future residents (p128).

Figure 4

Urban Investigation Area
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A-1-2

Greater Macarthur Land Release Investigation

In January 2014, August 2015 and again in November 2015 we made submissions to the Department
specifically addressing the location of precinct boundaries and requesting the site be included with other
Saraceno landholdings within the release area boundary and within the same precinct – to enable holistic
review and to capitalise on infrastructure improvements, together creating a southern gateway.
The investigation boundary identified in A Plan for Growing Sydney progressed into the Urban Capable
Boundary that responded to natural, urban and governance boundaries. The Greater Macarthur Land
Release Investigation Land Use and Infrastructure Analysis (2015) explicitly confirmed the following about
the site:
» It is within the ‘Urban Capable Boundary’
» It is not constrained by flooding, high constraint biodiversity or heritage
» It is not encumbered by coal mining activities
» It is not identified as high value agricultural land
» The is gently sloping
» It is generally cleared with extensively altered landscapes
» It has access to existing and future infrastructure, including potable water, sewer and electricity; and
access to social infrastructure services.
The Greater Macarthur Land Release Investigation Land Use and Infrastructure Analysis identified the
Cataract Precinct within the group of ‘Other Precincts’. These precincts were not identified for release as the
report stated they ‘have significant environmental constraints and/or the costs of infrastructure to service
growth would be extremely high’.
Figure 5

Cataract Urban Suitability Precinct Analysis

Our site

However, as demonstrated and which is also highlighted in the map for the Precinct, these constraints do not
apply to our site, as follows:
» It is not isolated by waterways or vegetation
» It is not encumbered by mining or heritage issues
» It is not in the vicinity of the Upper Canal (which is more closely associated with the Gilead locale).
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It should also be noted that contrary to the claim in the Analysis, there is private sector interest in developing
this land. Given the above, we concluded that the northern portion should also be included in the Wilton
Priority Growth Area and nominated as ‘unencumbered land which is suitable for development’.

A-1-3

State Environmental Planning Policy and Land Use and Infrastructure
Strategy

On 29 July 2016, The Minister for Planning gazetted State Environmental Planning Policy (Sydney Region
Growth Centres) Amendment (Wilton) 2016 (see Figure 7). This had the effect of identifying the Wilton
Priority Growth Area boundary. Our site north of Picton Road was not included in the Growth Area boundary.
Figure 6

Wilton Priority Growth Area Precinct Boundary Map as gazetted

Our site

A-1-4

Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan

Earlier this year the Department released an Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan
(LUIIP) to guide the preparation of Precinct Plans. It is interesting to note that while the land use plan does
not include the northern portion of our site (Figure 9), the Background Analysis report ‘Proposed Wilton
Priority Growth Area’ map shows the whole site as within the boundary identified for ‘future land release’
(Figure 8 over page).
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Figure 7

Proposed Wilton PGA

Figure 8 Proposed Land Use Map

Given the consistency of the site in terms of being unconstrained and unencumbered, and the fact that it is
equally developable and serviceable, it should have been included within the Wilton South West Precinct
Land Use Map as ‘urban capable’ for residential use.
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